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Cataract, glaucoma, macular degeneration, retinopathy 
and so on.  Because  nowdays  people  are  addicted to 
the electronics very deeply,  the eye  sickness occurs in 
larger and larger scale. More and more people need to 
take the surgery for eyes.

In the normal condition, eyes 
can resist short wave light in 
some degree and ease your 
dizzy feeling for the glares.

Lens

In the unusual condition that eyes went through 
the cataract surgery, then the glares can reach 
the retina in the bottom of the eyes, which will 
bring the sickness for the eyes and affect the 
recovery of your eyes after surgery.

Conant AG UV++ Lens with 3 functions of yellow-block, 
blue-block and UV-block, which can efficiently ease up 
your eyes when facing up to glares, difficulty of vision 
,harmful light and the others. It especially fits the people 
who experienced surgery of eyes and need protection for 
their eyes.

In order to protect our eyes after surgery and make the eyes recover to the healthy level, 
usually patients will wear the light blocking glasses.

Conant AG UV++  Lens

eye sickness experienced surgery of eyes sensitive to the light.
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With 3 functions of yellow-block, blue-block and UV-block, it fits the people who 
Experienced surgery of eyes and need protection for their eyes.
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As a safe transparent shading lens, which can protect early cataract 
patients from falling to the ground and getting injured .

Combine the AG and UV++ functions precisely. 
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Deep color lenses

In a long time the cataract patients use the deep color lenses to protect their 
eyes, but they ignore the potential risks caused by deep color lenses.Conant AG 
UV++ Medical Lens’s color is transparent with a little bit blue, which can 
selectively filter the harmful blue light and UV light, so as to protect your eyes 
and retina from the glares and at the same time it can allow the other lights go 
through the lenses as much as possible. Your eyes can see objects more clearly 
and more comfortable.

Compared to the other traditional shading lens, this lens can not only block the harmful blue 
light, UV light, improve the clearness and comfort
 of vision, but also block the dazzling yellow light and decrease the painful feeling of your eyes. 
At the same time, the lens makes use of Japan Neo-Contrast processing art, which guarantee the 
transmittance of lights don’t go down and improve the color contrast of people’s eyes. It 
bring people more clear vision and it’s especially evident for the old people to improve their 
vision ability.
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